Development of positive/negative pressure booth generating airflow for protection of medical staff from contagious respiratory pathogens
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Background: The pandemic of COVID-19 caused confusion in medical settings because of increased patient load, and caused many infections among medical staff which occurred through exposure to bio-particles discharged from patients. The risk of exposure became maximum at the examination of patients, particularly in the collection of respiratory specimens. Effective interventions to reduce the risk are needed.

Methods: A one-person booth consisting of curtain walls, frames, and fan-HEPA filter-unit (FFU) was designed. Using the airstream from/to FFU, it has dual functions as a positive/negative pressure machine to prevent pathogens in patient’s cough to reach the medical staff inside/outside the booth, respectively. The curtain walls and positioning of the patient and staff were aerodynamically optimized for the best control of the airstream.

Results: The positive pressure booth is to isolate a staff inside to safely deal with a surge in the number of patients in situations like influenza pandemics. The negative pressure booth is to isolate a patient inside to protect a staff outside from dangerous contagious respiratory infectious diseases including COVID-19. A calculated airflow of the positive pressure machine efficiently pushed back bio-particles discharged from a person outside the booth. The bio-particles of a cough from a person inside the negative pressure booth was sucked into the FFU for filtration immediately after the discharge. The booth needed a short front curtain of a stair-cut shape, and a patient and a staff facing each other needed to be positioned at an angle 45° to the airstream for optimization of the airflow.

Conclusions: The booth named Barriflow® would prevent the bioparticles of a patient’s cough to reach the medical staff due to an aerodynamically designed airstream from the FFU and curtains surrounding it. It could be applied to cases of not only COVID-19 or influenza but also of other dangerous, contagious respiratory diseases.
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Introduction

In every winter in temperate zones as well as in a pandemic situation, hospitals are often overflowed with influenza patients. These situations are inevitably associated with a risk of nosocomial airborne/aerosol infections (1-6), particularly in out-patient clinics and/or emergency units of hospitals (7,8).

The risk is augmented in outbreaks by more pathogenic
airborne infections such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in several countries in 2003 (9), Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) in middle east countries and Korea in 2015 (10,11), COVID-19 pandemic (12,13), avian and other zoonotic influenza cases (14), as well as cases of unknown stage of emerged contagious respiratory diseases caused by viruses. Besides these exotic pathogens, medical settings sometimes face a classical but still a great threat of tuberculosis including multi-drug resistant ones (15).

The risk of nosocomial airborne/droplet exposure becomes high and medical staff needs maximum caution during medical procedures for patients, like collection of nasopharyngeal/pharyngeal swab or sputum and during tracheal suctioning (16), in which aerosol particles are induced. Thus, interventions that reduce such risk and protect the medical staff are needed.

Use of personal protective equipment (PPE) such as face masks (17), and frequent ventilation (18-20) with or without stand-alone room air filtration units or air-cleaners were reported (21). However, N95 respirator masks recommended for medical staff use as a personal protective gear (22) are laborious in general in maintaining fitness for a long time and sometimes lose the fitness, and it is inevitable for patients that they take it off during specimen collection; ventilation with small stand-alone room air filtration units or air-cleaners takes a long time for exchange of total room air; and opening windows is not practical in the winter cold season and impossible for rooms without windows.

In this paper, we offer an alternative option with a machine that protects a medical staff treating a patient. The staff is not exposed to the bioparticles from the coughing patient due to an airstream from/to the fan-HEPA filter-unit (FFU) and curtains surrounding it, which are designed based on aerodynamic analyses of cough particles (23) to control the stream to prevent the bioparticles from reaching the staff.

**Methods**

The booth system measuring 100 cm W × 150 cm L × 194 cm H consisted of a large sized FFU with strong airflow of 30 m³/min (VEF-25-S, Japan Vilene Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and side curtain walls with a roof made of transparent plastic sheet sustained by frames (Figure 1, Figure S1). The booth was designed to perform two functions according to the direction of the airflow by changing the setting side of the curtain walls to the FFU (Figure S2). As a positive pressure booth machine, the airflow generated by the FFU
and the curtains draped from the roof sheet to the floor make a stable air stream to the exit and prevent the bio-particles containing pathogens carried by a patient's cough to come inside and remain there. As a negative pressure booth machine, a strong airstream is made toward the FFU and prevent patient's cough going outside.

The performance of the booth was examined according to four design parameters: (I) the booth has no front curtain; (II) the booth has a short front curtain at the exit, and a dummy is placed inside the booth simulating a medical staff sitting directly straight to the air stream line or (III) the dummy is sitting at 45° angle to the stream line; (IV) the booth has a different front curtain shape. Airstreams inside the booth from/to the FFU were aerodynamically analyzed in each design to optimize the booth's functions.

**Physical analyses**

The air speed was measured using an ultrasonic 3D anemometer for clean room (WA-590, Sonic Corporation Tokyo, Japan) or an anemometer (model 6141, KANOMAX Japan Inc., Osaka, Japan). The airflow rate was obtained from the formula, “air speed × opening area”. The positive pressure inside the hood was measured with a fine differential pressure gauge (DPC-500N12, Okano Works. Ltd., Osaka, Japan).

**Visualization of airflow from/to the FFU and movement of cigarette smoke substituting for bio-particles generated by a cough**

The smoke was generated from nozzles set vertically at the abdomen and chest of the dummy in the laminar airflow from the FFU or from the back side of the dummy or the front curtain attachment site in the airflow to the FFU. Bio-particles generated by a cough was substituted with that of cigarette smoke. A male smoker volunteer in his 30 s inhaled one breath of cigarette smoke and made a voluntary cough in front of the booth entrance about 20–30 cm distant from the curtain toward the dummy. The movement of the smoke exhaled with cough was taken and recorded by a digital video system (nac Image Technology Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The air was sampled at the dummy’s neck under the chin as a representative monitoring site close to the face area to count the particles that reached there. The monitoring was performed for two minutes, being sufficient for monitoring particles from other areas in the booth.

**Measuring of the cough or cigarette smoke particles**

In the leakage tests of particles of the cough or of the cigarette smoke substituting for the cough, the particle concentration in the air was measured in a class 2 cleanroom conforming to ISO 14664-1. The air was sampled at the neck under the chin of the dummy set at about 20–30 cm distant from the site where the front curtain was set, and concentration of particles of size-range over 0.3 μm was measured with a laser particle counter (KC-03, Rion Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

**Results**

The booth is designed for dual use as a positive and a negative pressure machine and easily convertible between them (Figure S2). The former is aimed to isolate and protect a medical staff who is on duty in dealing with a surge of patients in situations like influenza pandemics, and the latter is to isolate a patient inside to protect the staff outside, which can be applied to COVID-19 cases, as well as other cases of dangerous, contagious respiratory infectious diseases like avian influenza and multi-drug resistant tuberculosis.

**Positive pressure machine use**

**Performance of FFU**

The airflow rate of the FFU adopted to the booth was 30 m³/min as it was the maximum rate among commercially available FFUs at the time of development. The exit area of the FFU was shaped as a square of 1 m × 1 m, and it was set at 75–175 cm above the floor (Figure 2A). We measured horizontal velocities of the airflow toward the FFU (Y cm/s) generated at a distance of 5 cm from it and at heights of 20, 40, 60, and 80 cm from the floor (Z), 20, 40, 60, and 80 cm from the left end of FFU (X), and found that the velocities were almost homogenous among the measuring points, 55±5 cm/s toward the exit, except 45–50 cm/s of those measured at height 95 cm (Figure 2B).

**Performance of the booth with a dummy inside**

The performance of the booth was examined by placing a dummy inside that simulated a medical staff (Figure 2C), and a simple laminar airflow was generated from the FFU. The horizontal airflow velocities at the exit of the booth (Vy) were measured at various heights ranging from 40
to 180 cm from the floor (Z) and from 0 to 100 cm from the left end of the FFU (X). It was found that the flow velocities at a height of 120 to 140 cm from the floor were suppressed mainly at 40–80 cm of X axis, probably because the airflow was blocked by the dummy (Figure 2D). Vertical and horizontal airflow velocities were measured just in front of the dummy’s chest below the chin, an area of 40 cm × 40 cm (Figure 3A). It was apparent that the airflow at the center of x-axis lost horizontal velocity, gained vertical velocity and flew up to the chin (Figure 3B, C) because an air turbulence occurred in front of the dummy’s chest by blocking the airflow from the backside, as was confirmed by a video image that recorded the airflow there using smoke generated in front of the dummy (Video 1). With this turbulence, the cigarette smoke particles sent by a cough from outside the booth, simulating bio-particles of cough, reached the face area of the dummy (Video 2), suggesting that the simple laminar flow from the FFU could not push back the cough.

An addition of a front curtain and positioning of the dummy
To improve the situation, we added a short curtain to tighten the airflow and get a stronger flow. At first, a simple, straight-cut curtain of a length of 940 cm was draped from the roof to a height one meter from the floor, and airflow in front of the dummy sitting at an angle 90° about 50 cm from the FFU (Figure S3A), apparently blocking the stream, was analyzed. Vertically, the velocity of the airflow at the center of the x-axis was improved, but those at both sides of the axis were not, and in addition, the horizontal velocities still went backward and did not improve particularly at the central part (Figure 4B). Next, we changed the position of the dummy to be placed at some angle to the airstream line to make the stream smooth. The vertical velocity of the airflow improved significantly with the angle 45°, although it was still not improved horizontally (Figure 4B). With this system, the air velocities at the exit site of the booth were measured and the acquired velocities were found to be

---

Figure 2 Performance of the FFU used for the booth as a positive pressure machine. The FFU was set at 75–175 cm above the floor, and the airflow velocities were measured. The dimensions of the FFU area shaped as a square of 1 m, and axes of airflow components horizontal direction (x), toward the FFU (y), and vertical components (z) are shown (A). Airflow velocity from the FFU, Vy (cm/s) at a position 5 cm apart and heights of 95–155 cm from the floor (B). Image of a dummy sitting on a chair inside the booth (C). Horizontal components of airflow velocities (Vy) at the exit area of the booth with the dummy inside, at heights 40–180 cm from the floor (D). FFU, fan-HEPA filter-unit.
almost the same with those of the booth without the front
curtain, which was about 55 cm/s. It was not expected to
be enough to overcome the airflow of the human cough,
which was estimated by aerodynamic analyses on a cough
of an adult male volunteer to have a velocity of about
0.5 m/s at 30 cm distance from the mouth (23), and needed
improvement.

To acquire a stronger airstream at the exit site, we
tightened the airstream some more. For this purpose, the
front curtain was changed to a stair-cut shape, in which
a small square sheet (50 cm W × 40 cm H) was added to
the half side of the straight curtain (Figure 5A). With this
version, both the vertical and horizontal air velocities at the
dummy’s chest did not improve from the last two versions,
but the air velocity at the exit site improved significantly to
about 60 cm/s. However, it was not improved when the stair
part was lengthened to 95 cm H with almost unchanged
results (Figure 5B). Therefore, we adopt the former design
of the stair-cut hereafter.

Here, a target airflow velocity at the exit site of the booth
was assumed to be more than 30 cm/s to push back the
movement of the bio-particles in the cough. Our previous
data of an adult male volunteer’s cough suggested that the
velocity of cough particles lost the horizontal movement at
40 cm from the mouth and moved only with the insensible
environmental air movement with a velocity of 20–30 cm/s
at maximum even under calm conditions (23). The velocity
of the airflow that went out from the booth was measured. It
was about 5–25 cm/s with the straight-cut curtain at center
and close to the curtain end (Figure 6A), but it was improved
to 30–75 cm/s with the stair-cut curtain (Figure 6B). The
latter met the targeted velocity but the former could not.

With the latter version, the flow from the FFU did not
make a turbulence in front of the chest (Video 3). It can
efficiently wash out cough particles, even if they enter into
the booth being carried by a stronger cough’s flow. When
a man coughed after smoking one breath of cigarette at the
booth before the front curtain, a large amount of smoke
entered in the booth but it was washed out efficiently and
the count of particles derived from the cigarette smoke was
zero at the face area of a dummy sitting inside the booth,
as well as that of a dummy in a standing position (Video 4)
while the machine was switched on. On the other hand, the
smoke particles filled the booth immediately after switching
off and the particles increased to over the detection limit (no
video image).

Negative pressure machine use

In addition to the development of the positive pressure
booth machine, the booth was also designed to be used
as a negative pressure booth system to isolate a patient to
protect a staff examining the patient (Figure S2).

At first, the booth without the front curtain was tried.
The man in the booth coughed toward the dummy doctor
sitting outside the booth in front of him while the machine
was switched on (Figure S3, B1), and a very high number
of particles that reached the dummy’s face area was recorded.
A booth with airflow that prevents access of cough (Video 5), which meant the possible exposure to pathogens in practical settings. Thus, we adopted the front curtain to the negative pressure machine, same with the positive pressure use.

Both a dummy doctor set outside the booth at 40 cm from the front curtain and a man inside the booth were positioned at an angle 45° to the air stream line (B1). The dummy was set facing straight to the exit (A1). The dummy was set at an angle 45° to the airstream line (B1). The vertical velocity, \( V_z \) (A2) and the horizontal velocity, \( V_y \) (A3), with the straight-facing position of the dummy, and \( V_z \) and \( V_y \), with the dummy’s positioning at an angle 45° to the airstream (B2,B3, respectively). The white arrows indicate areas of the dummy for analyses for the graphs of (A2, A3) and (B2, B3).

With this system, the laminar airflow from the outside entered into the booth smoothly (Video SI) and the particle number at the face of the dummy doctor was recorded as zero for the cough from a man inside sitting at 30 cm distant from the front curtain directed at the dummy doctor sitting outside, as well as that at a dummy in a standing position (Video 6), suggesting no exposure to any pathogen in the cough.

The negative pressure booth machine was designed to be applied also for examination of a patient who is lying on a stretcher (Figure S4A). For this, a flapped window of size 70 cm x 35 cm was placed on the side curtain walls. The airflow velocities measured at the window were about 50–
70 cm/s, more than enough the flow velocity requirement of 30 cm/s (Figure 7). The leakage of the cough particles of a volunteer on a stretcher was measured. The particle count at the face area of the dummy doctor standing 20 cm distant from the side window was zero in the air sampled at the face of the dummy doctor (Video S2). It was supported by an additional experiment in which cough particles were substituted with cigarette smoke as was done in the experiments for the positive pressure use. A volunteer lying on the stretcher coughed after one inhalation of cigarette smoke while the machine was switched on. The leak of smoke particles through the opened side window was almost none immediately after coughing at a position outside the booth and 5 cm distant from the opened window, whereas the particle count there became about 46,000/L immediately after it was switched off. Thus, a physician can examine the patient through the window, without direct exposure to airborne pathogens from the patients (Figure S4B).

The side window was designed so that a physician can perform through it medical practices that frequently generate aerosols and bear a great infection risk like tracheal intubation to or suctioning (16) from a patient on a stretcher wheeled through a curtain on the other side of the booth (Video S3) without exposure to the aerosols.

The acceptable flowrate
The initial flow rate of the FFU was the highest one
available at the time, 30 m$^3$/min. We tried to find a range of acceptable airflow rate of the FFU for a good performance of Barriflow®️, which can counteract against the airflow of a cough from outside the booth. The flowrate was changed in a stepwise manner and an experiment was performed with each flowrate, to know whether leaking occurs at the inside or outside the booth, using smoke which is coughed by a volunteer sitting outside or inside the booth in both the positive and negative pressure uses, respectively. The air was sampled for measuring the particle concentration at the dummy’s face in positive pressure use and near the opening area just below the front curtain in negative pressure use.

The flow rate of the FFU was lowered by reducing the rotating speed of the fan of FFU using an inverter. The leaked smoke started to appear after 25 m$^3$/min and reached the limit of the counter at about 20 m$^3$. Thus, we concluded that airflow should not be lower than 25 m$^3$ and the flowrate was fixed to 30 m$^3$, the original flowrate of the FFU, taking a safety margin from 25 m$^3$ to avoid a risk of aerosol infection by a patient’s cough.

### Discussion

The booth system named Barriflow®️ is reasonable for use in the medical practice due to several improvements from a simple FFU acquired through aerodynamically solid tests. It would be able to provide safety to the medical staff who examine patients with contagious respiratory diseases in medical settings, like out-patient special clinics for emerged diseases or emergency rooms. In addition, it would be able to provide the staff a relief from stress; otherwise, they would be forced to wear heavy-duty protection gears for their own safety and to keep aware of maintaining their fitness at all times.

The booth was designed to counteract coughs but has a limitation in terms of power of the airflow generated by the FFU due to its own fixed air flow rate. Therefore, it cannot counteract a sneeze, of which air velocity is more than 10 m/s at 50 cm from the mouth (23), as well as very strong coughs, with much higher airflow than that of the FFU.
In addition, the sneeze is easily induced during collection of clinical specimens from patients, particularly of nasopharyngeal or pharyngeal swabs. The medical staff may still need precaution and wear protection gears to protect against it. However, the FFU of the Barriflow® has a high performance as an air cleaner with a HEPA filter that filters the air at the rate of 30 m³/min and a few minutes will be enough to clean up the total room air if the air volume of the room is not so large. Room air clean-up is an answer to an expected concern that the positive pressure use of the booth may contaminate the outside of the booth and the room where it is placed.

There is another usage of Barriflow® as a powerful FFU. Gynecologists consulted us on a possible case of delivery of a baby from a mother with COVID-19 in a delivery room without any negative pressure system. The breathing of the mother is labored during delivery. Barriflow®s high performance as an air cleaner with a filtration rate of 30 m³/min can make all the air in the small room clean in a few minutes, which is comparable to the air ventilation by opening windows, and provide the staff a safe working environment.

A weak point of the booth is the relatively large noise of the FFU (55–59 dB) inside the booth. However, we hope it can be improved in the future by recent progress in noise-reduction fans.

Another weak point is that it does not have a warning system to inform users when the airflow rate becomes low. We use the flowrate of 30 m³/min and identified the minimal limit for competency of the booth as 25 m³/min. Clogging of the HEPA filter from a long-term usage and decrease in the flowrate will pose a risk of aerosol infection through the patient's cough to the medical staff using the booth. The next version of the booth should provide with such a safety system.

The Barriflow® was invented through many steps as reported in this manuscript and some parts of its intellectual property rights are owned by Takasago Thermal Engineering Co., LTD, Tokyo Japan, to which one of the authors (SS) belonged. However, the rights are effective only in domestic Japan, and the know-how to develop it in this paper is generally open. Reproducing a similar product is welcome without concerns for the rights in all countries other than Japan. The authors wish the technology could contribute to infection control in the world.
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Figure S1 Setting of the booth system. When the ceiling frame is folded down (A). Setting of the hood (B). The frame is attached to the main body (B1). The attaching side depends on the positive or negative pressure use. Folding position before curtains are set (B2). A part of the ceiling frame is unfolded and side curtain walls and a ceiling sheet are set (B3) and just before the front curtain is set (B4).

Figure S2 The dual use of the hood as a positive pressure machine and as a negative pressure hood machine. The booth was designed for dual use as a positive and a negative pressure hood machine, by selecting the setting side of the curtain walls for attaching to the booth’s main body.
Figure S3 Schematic images of positionings of the dummy doctor and the volunteer patient inside and outside the Barrihood, top views. Settings of the positive pressure use (A1,2); the negative pressure use (B1,2); without the stair-cut front short curtain and an angle 45° to the air stream (A1,B1) and with it (A2,B2). Arrows: airstreams from/to the FFU. Trapezoidal marks: coughs from volunteer patients. Foot marks show the positioning of the dummy doctor (white) and the volunteer patient (black).

Figure S4 Additional application as a negative pressure booth. (A) A scheme that shows the usage of the negative pressure booth for a patient lying on a stretcher. (B) A picture showing that it is possible for a medical staff to examine a patient on a stretcher through a flapped window in the side curtain wall in the negative pressure booth.